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English Language Proficiency Test Result for
Surasak
The above named person has completed the
Development Solutions English Language Proficiency Test
and attained the following level:
Level 6 - Intermediate (score 61/100)
Description

What the Learner Can Do

Language generally acceptable and effective,
particularly on topics related to interests and
special fields of competence
Shows high level of fluency although this can
deteriorate when under pressure
Makes mistakes related to time, space and
personal references
Can understand normal native speech
Able to understand most routine social demands
and most work requirements
Can understand discussions on concrete topics
related to particular interests
May show weaknesses due to inadequate
vocabulary or grammar knowledge
Able to separate main ideas from details
Able to use context and real-world knowledge to
make sensible guesses
Has broad active reading vocabulary
Handles social correspondence with fair accuracy
and in some detail
Starting to show fluency and ease of expression,
except under time constraints
Generally strong in either grammar or vocabulary,
but not in both
Still weak on more difficult tense usage,

Can give detailed information about own family,
living conditions, and background
Can talk about and describe everyday things in
his/her environment
Can communicate on the spot with fellow workers
or immediate superiors
Can take messages over the telephone
Can give instructions or directions for simple tasks
in the workplace
Can establish normal social relationships using
English.
Can understand descriptions about everyday
things in his/her environment.
Can comprehend the gist of news bulletins on
familiar topics on TV and radio
Has the listening skill to establish normal social
relationships using English
Can understand personal letters on everyday
subjects
Can follow clearly presented sequential
instructions written for a non-specialist
Can take fairly accurate notes on materials
presented orally
Can normally use general vocabulary correctly
with limited misuse
Can produce more detailed correspondence
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